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India and its association with traditional and modern medicinal technology have been acclaimed
worldwide. Perhaps this is one of the prime reasons behind India shining as an ultimate destination
for medical tourism. People from across the globe visit India looking for world-class treatment and
this makes India stand tall on the list of most preferred destinations for advanced medical treatment.

Amongst the various treatment options like cardiac surgeries, cancer treatment, and pediatric
treatment to orthopedic surgeries, people mostly come to India and more specifically to Delhi the
national capital looking to undergo orthopedic surgeries. The most common amongst these are hip
replacement india  and knee replacement surgery in Delhi. However, ever wondered why India is
considered one of the most preferred destinations for hip replacement surgery etc.? We will tell you
why.

Talent and expertise: The surgeons and doctors along with the entire clinical team that handles a
particular case, say for example a knee replacement surgery in Delhi, plays a very crucial role in the
ultimate treatment offered to a patient. In India, the entire medical team works in cohesion with the
patient and their loved ones so that even the difficult aspects of the surgery and treatment are easily
managed.

End-to-end assistance: This comes handy for all the patients who come all the way to a new place
to be treated for orthopedic problems. From the time one lands in a new city until it is time to leave,
Indian medical teams take care of each and every aspect of the stay of the patient along with their
family members. Immigration, accommodation, consultation, operation, insurance, recovery to
homecoming, everything is meticulously planned and shared before hand with the patients so that
they can be rest assured about everything else.

Affordability: One of the most important reasons behind India being considered a preferred
destination is the cost affordability factor. For a surgery like a knee replacement  delhi one would be
able to wrap up the entire course by spending just some thousands however, if the same surgery is
performed anywhere else in the globe, it will cost a lot more. The added advantage in getting the
surgery of knee replacement in Delhi done is that everything will be taken care off by the hospital
and the clinical team.

Unlike the doctors and surgeons in other parts of the world, in India they are extremely empathetic
and understanding. Patients and there family members are treated with extreme affection and
sensitivity and therefore, even after the completion of the surgery and recovery they go about
praising the treatment and hospitality of our country. 
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Nathan Jone - About Author:
Dr. Shekhar Agarwal is one of the most experienced joint replacement surgeons in India with more
than 30 years of National & International experience. We conduct various surgeries a orthopedic
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surgeon in Delhi , a knee replacement  delhi,a hip replacement india etc.
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